SEC UR E T H E D IGITAL H E AL T H CARE RE VO LUTION
CONTINUOUS COMPLIANCE AND AIRTIGHT PROTECTION FOR PHI ACROSS
EVERY DEVICE, USER, AND APP
DIGITAL CARE
To modernize care delivery and embrace models driven by data, the entire health
system depends on the CIA principle of information. Data must always remain
confidential, have the highest integrity, and be available at every moment.

PROTECTING DISTRIBUTED DATA
Data is now spread to the far reaches of computing resources; living on laptops,
tablets, smartphones, cloud storage apps, and more often than organizations would
like to acknowledge, personal USB flash drives. Without persistent endpoint visibility
and control, it is impossible to validate data protection and attest to compliance
standards that demand continuous confidentiality, integrity, and availability.

THE CHALLENGE:
MODERNIZE HEALTHCARE
WITH UNWAVERING DATA
PROTECTION
Healthcare is data. Every stitch of a
patient’s health record — diagnoses,
treatments, and provider interactions —
are fueled by information. Payers and
governments jump into the data pool
as well. Reimbursements, penalties, or
even licenses are all determined by,
you guessed it: data.

This complicates life for IT and IT security teams, who are challenged with enabling
data-driven digital care — EDI, telemedicine, mobile clinics, and increasing
consumerization — while keeping everything secure without knowing what’s around
the corner.
Specific challenges include:

•
•
•
•
•

Poor hygiene on endpoints with high-risk data
Users accessing personal health information (PHI) on multiple devices
Inability to locate off-network devices and at-risk data
Ever changing regulatory standards
Limited asset intelligence before, during, and after M&A

THE SOLUTION: PERSISTENT ENDPOINT HYGIENE AND DATA
PROTECTION
Absolute provides visibility and control over all activated devices — on and off
network — enabling healthcare’s digital and agile transformation with persistent
data protection, automated endpoint hygiene, and continuous compliance in the
unsettled healthcare landscape.
Deep asset intelligence tracks every device’s security status, such as encryption,
anti-malware, and misconfigurations to sharpen the focus of IT and prioritize
responses. Absolute’s endpoint data discovery locates sensitive data on any device,
flags risks, and automates new controls to restore HIPAA or HITRUST compliance.
Automate cyber hygiene to any endpoint with pre-built commands tailored to
harden security for PHI. Continuity and performance happen with zero human touch
because of Absolute’s unique Persistence® technology, regenerating controls, apps,
and configurations when hygiene drifts. It works like magic.

WATCH: Customer Success Story:
Greenville Health System

absolute.com

IT and IT security teams have enough to worry about. With Absolute, endpoint
hygiene, compliance validation, and protecting sensitive information aren’t on their
list of concerns. So, go lead the healthcare revolution; Absolute will keep it secure.

S O LUT ION S HE ET: SECU R E THE D I GI TA L HEA L TH C A RE RE VO LU TIO N

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
With Absolute, you gain complete visibility and control across an entire fleet of
endpoints to deliver digital care with precision security. Take command of every
device, every configuration, and every action by leveraging centralized endpoint
control.
The bulletproof security of Absolute empowers the digital healthcare revolution
with asset intelligence, automated endpoint hygiene, continuous compliance to
eliminate risks and let healthcare professionals do what they do best — care for
patients and save lives.

PERSISTENT ENDPOINT VISIBILITY AND CONTROL FOR HIPAA
AND HITRUST
Compliance is hard. Staying audit-ready with constant changes in healthcare is
even harder. Healthcare IT and IT security teams need robust asset intelligence
to identify hardware and software resources with automated compliance checks
benchmarked according to standards such as, HIPAA or HITRUST. With centralized
command and control over every endpoint, healthcare organizations can meet any
standard and stay audit-ready. For more information about Absolute’s solutions for
healthcare, please visit: absolute.com/healthcare

HIPAA COMP L I A N C E EVA LUAT I ON G U I DE

HIPAA COMPLIANCE
EVALUATION GUIDE

PROTECT HEALTHCARE DATA WITH ABSOLUTE

THE SECURITY RULE
While the HIPAA Privacy Rule speaks to which data is to be
protected, the Security Rule establishes how that data is
protected. Covered Entities (CEs) must comply with both
measures and are liable to fines if either of these rules are
violated.
Within the Security Rule, there are three safeguard
categories to ensure data is protected and standards are
followed.
Safeguard Categories:
1. Administrative
2. Physical
3. Technical
Administrative safeguards relate to processes and
policies that increase the probability of data protection.
These include practices such as access controls, role
permissions, monitoring, and training to create an
environment where data protection and privacy are
embedded in regular operations.

Physical safeguards are the tangible garrisons for ePHI —
locked rooms, server cages, secure workstations, and
disposal facilities — that provide a material space where
ePHI can be shielded from unauthorized access.

Identify the required elements to achieve
HIPAA compliance with this Absolute
platform evaluation guide.

Finally, technical safeguards are the ways technology
is pressed into service to protect ePHI throughout its
lifecycle. Technical safeguards are usually the implements
that IT and IT security teams are tasked with establishing
and maintaining.

ENDPOINT DATA PROTECTION
REQUIREMENTS FOR HEALTHCARE

1

Centralized Command to benchmark
endpoint hygiene against HIPAA,
HITECH, and HITRUST standards and
enforce precision controls on every
device.

2

Embedded Control with an
unbreakable connection in a device’s
firmware making security controls
tamper-proof on the global endpoint
population.

3

Endpoint Data Discovery reaches
deep into all endpoints, pinpointing PHI
and sensitive, at-risk data eliminating
blind spots without disrupting users.

4

Rapid Response with pre-built and
custom commands to any endpoint,
automating remediation and restoring
patient care with persistent continuity.

5

Continuous Compliance made
possible with ongoing compliance
checks, automated control validation,
and endpoint risk analysis to stay
audit-ready.

ST . J OS E PH H OM E C A R E NE T WOR K I S C ONF I D E NT
OF H I PA A C OM PL I A NC E W I T H A B S OLU T E
CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORY

Home Health
stjosephhomecare.org

“Endpoint security without Absolute
is a scary thought. Our compliance
officer has complete peace of
mind knowing we can maintain a
connection with each device.”

St. Joseph Home Care Network offers very specialized services
for the community’s population who require intermittent care in
their home for a variety of needs. The Home Health Team consists
of experienced, certified, and licensed staff who work together to
provide knowledgeable and comprehensive care.

Mark Willenbring
Business Analyst
St. Joseph Home Care Network

Home Health

BACKGROUND
With over 500 employees, St. Joseph’s multidisciplinary caregivers provide
services within home health, hospice, private duty, and infusion pharmacy.
The Home Health caregivers at St. Joseph work towards restoring patients
to optimal health and supporting families by going into the home and
ministering to the physical, psychological, and spiritual needs of the each
patient.

INDUSTRY:
HEALTHCARE
PLATFORM:

THE CHALLENGE
In 2010, St. Joseph transitioned to an electronic medical records (EMR)
provider, so that patient care professionals could bring tablets with them
during their home visits. Because these tablets would be carrying sensitive
patient data, St. Joseph needed to implement a technology that could
monitor the devices off the local network and maintain visibility to ensure
the integrity of the stored data.

St. Joseph Home Care Network is confident
of HIPAA Compliance with Absolute.

GET THE EVALUAT IO N G U ID E

DOWNLOAD THE CASE ST UDY

absolute.com
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ABOUT ABSOLUTE
Absolute provides visibility and resilience for every endpoint with self-healing endpoint
security and always-connected IT asset management to protect devices, data,
applications and users — on and off the network. Bridging the gap between security and
IT operations, only Absolute gives enterprises visibility they can act on to protect every
endpoint, remediate vulnerabilities, and ensure compliance in the face of insider and
external threats. Absolute’s patented Persistence technology is already embedded in
the firmware of PC and mobile devices and trusted by over 12,000 customers worldwide.
E MA I L :
sales@absolute.com

S AL ES :
absolute.com/request-info

PH O N E :
North America: 1-877-660-2289
EMEA: +44-118-902-2000

WE BS ITE:
absolute.com
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